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GSL Objectives to be delivered via commercial
arrangements
Key objectives of Government Soft Landings are:
• To collect better data
• To encourage the client and the project team to deliver
and operate an asset which meets its performance
targets, typically defined in terms of
– Totex Cost,
– Certainty of Outcome,
– Customer satisfaction
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Commercial overview
• SL and GSL aim to improve asset performance through better
briefing, effective collaboration and extended aftercare;
• Commercial mechanisms used to drive performance
improvement should:
– Work within the limitations of existing appointments and insurances
– Support collaborative working within the team

• Assurance of performance is typically dealt with through:
– Appointments based on ‘reasonable skill and care’
– Work delivered on the basis of prescriptive and performance specification
– Fitness for purpose is not assured

• Performance contracts generally focus on critical, easy to
measure outputs
GSL has to work within limits of current commercial practice
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Commercial issues for Soft Landings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Incorporation of aftercare into appointments and contracts;
Clear articulation of employer requirements
Early appointment of FM advisors;
Alignment of brief, design and occupation/operation so that
performance targets are reasonable and achievable;
Allocation of responsibility for asset performance between
design, construction and operation;
Incentivisation of GSL participation;
Initiation of incremental performance improvements;
Rights to use POE and feedback

Many provisions are straightforward to incorporate
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Experience of Supplier reaction to
Performance Contracting
• Insurance issues;
– Potential limiting factor governed by insurer’s terms of business;
– Potential for insurer involvement in the production and use of ‘explanation
for performance’ reports

• Performance measurement;
– Supplier interest in the definition of metrics and

• Specification;
– Impact on incentives for innovation unless underwritten by the employer

• Contractual issues;
– Potential complexity of linking design, construction and operational
aspects of performance if delivered by multiple parties
– Ability to back liabilities with insurance products
Assurance of performance is inevitably the most complex area
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Recommendations for implementation
• Performance requirements and data collection targets
- Defined in ERs and based on empirical data sources (meters, POE
surveys)
- Clarity around instructions and payment for performance improvements

- Pre-construction activities
- Requirements in ERs/EIRs
- Appointment and payment for services supported by PSC

- Aftercare provision
-

Requirements including continuous commissioning in ERs/EIRs
Appointment and payment for services supported by PSC
Extension of defects liability
Watch-out around timing of retention

Defining requirements in ERs/Works Information is key
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Recommendations for implementation
• Incentives for participation
- Extra-contractual incentives to encourage participation and data collection
-

Access to project opportunity

-

Inclusion of GSL participation metrics in future public sector ITT

- Performance penalties
- Data and measures to enforce performance outside of existing remedies
are not in place
- Focus GSL on performance data and user feedback capture in early
stages

- Employer use of feedback and data
- Employer has the right to use and share objective data obtained via GSL
- Unrestricted use of user feedback and lessons learned is likely to
disincentivise participation based on insurance risk management

Aspirational areas should be dealt with progressively
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Intermediate steps to delivering GSL Objectives
• Remedial works. Remedial works required to correct
performance issues identified through the GSL process should
be instructed and funded by the employer except in instances
where responsibility for performance can be allocated clearly
using the terms of the existing agreement.
• The employer should base performance assessment on
objective measures when considering the correction of
performance issue.
• GSL should be implemented for an extended period on a ‘no
fault’ basis so that robust performance data, occupier feedback
and lessons learned are gathered through a collaborative
process.
Pragmatic implementation will accelerate GSL adoption
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Describing service requirements

An increasing range of guidance to support implementation
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